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Introduction, problem statement

Transportation modeler professionals often have to make compromise between detail,
effort and efficiency when they create the abstract representation of a given road
network segment. A detailed model may produce results closer to reality, but with
limited amount of resources it is not efficient to refine it further than a certain limit.
Resources usually mean time and money allocated for surveys, data collection and
processing. The simplification implied by the abstraction of a road network to a directed
graph – complemented by a great amount of data – is carried further by these
compromises. One specific topological simplification appears amongst the first steps of
creating the network model’s graph. When there is no information about smaller
subnetworks of a large scale transportation model and the segments supposedly have
small impact on the model at the required level of detail, these are omitted from the
network graph. To give an example it is easy to understand that in a regional or
countrywide detail the minor streets of every settlement have very little impact, but
the effort to include them in the model may be higher than the creation of the
significant network elements. Nevertheless it is also next to impossible to acquire
reasonable traffic data for all these subnetworks. At this step it is also reasonable to
exclude those junctions from the model graph where these subnetworks intersect other
parts of the modeled network. One significant reason behind this exclusion is that the
time-complexity of the most common Dijkstra shortest path search depend heavily on
the number of nodes and links of the network graph. Thus having elements with no vital
effect on the model itself usually is not advised. The exclusion of several junctions from
the network model may have some impact on accuracy since these intersections might
represent constraints or even bottlenecks on real life traffic flow. In these cases the
parameters (capacity, speed etc.) of the affected links are modified to account for the
discrepancy.
Although the previously mentioned modeling considerations are suitable for usual
modeling tasks, these methods are far from perfect. Junction-induced time delays are
as dependent on the traffic volume as they are for road sections, where there are well
established functions at hand to determine travel time increments in function of traffic
volume: these are the Volume-Delay Functions (short term: VDF).
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Research scope, methodology

The intention of the current research is to incorporate junction-induced time delays
into road-section specific volume delay functions, to remove guesswork from network
modeling, and to give accurate description of the effects of specific junctions on traffic
flow. By using the same formulae as road-section specific volume delay functions it is
possible to redefine only the parameter set of the function for the road sections in
question without the need to alter existing modeling environments but still including
accurate delay models for omitted junctions.
The research is focused on the interpretation of junction-specific delay functions, and
determination of their parameter sets. Since the functions’ final application is
presumably not for the replacement of a singular junction, the relationship of multiple
intersections is also analyzed.
The function form to describe time delays is also analyzed to choose a formula with
optimum features from the wide set of VDFs used in modelling practice. BPR, Conical,
Akcelik, Vatzek and INRETS functions were inspected through a review of available
technical reports and case studies regarding their computational performance, ease of
parameter fitting and goodness of fit metrics achieved. Due to its advantageous
features and relatively low shortcomings, the volume-delay function of choice was the
Conical function.
Largest part of traffic data was provided by microsimulation models which also were
created during the research. The reason to use simulated traffic flow instead of on-field
measurements is the possibility to clearly define and focus on parameters which are
significant from the current perspective. There were multiple attempts during the
research to supplement the artificial measurements with real-life data but observations
failed to replicate conditions essential for the investigation.
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Scientific results

3.1

Identification of junction specific volume-delay functions

Thesis I.
It was revealed during the research that time delays at road junctions can be
expressed in the form of a volume-delay function used in transportation modeling to
express the effect of traffic volume on travel time. Examined intersections showed
similar curves to the related fundamental diagram of uninterrupted road sections. [1]
[2]
The original formula of the Conical function was modified in previous modeling practice
to give it more flexibility. The formula used in the first part of the research was:
𝑡(𝑣) = 𝜑1 ∙ 𝑑 ∙ (𝜑2 +

√𝛼 2

𝑣 2
𝑣
∙ (𝜑3 −
) + 𝛽 2 − 𝛼 ∙ (𝜑3 −
) − 𝛽)
𝑛∙𝑐
𝑛∙𝑐

(1)

Although domain and range are both [0; ∞], it must be noted that the function
curve develops exponential rise around the theoretical capacity 𝑛 ∙ 𝑐.
Function fitting was achieved by a semi-automated graphical-analytical method, which
was improved later during the research to a fully automated one based on the methods
of non-linear least-squares, and Gauss-Newton minimum search. Analyzed junction
types are displayed on Table 1.
Number of
intersection
legs

Three-leg
junction

Four-leg
junction

number of through lanes in
one direction
Major road
Minor road
1
1
Traffic sign
2
1
(right of way)
2
2
1
1
Traffic signal
2
1
2
2
1
1
Traffic sign
2
1
(right of way)
2
2
1
1
Traffic signal
2
1
2
2
Roundabout
1
1
Table 1: Analyzed junction types
Control type

Notation
3L 2x1+2x1 stop
3L 2x2+2x1 stop
3L 2x2+2x2 stop
3L 2x1+2x1 sig
3L 2x2+2x1 sig
3L 2x2+2x2 sig
4L 2x1+2x1 stop
4L 2x2+2x1 stop
4L 2x2+2x2 stop
4L 2x1+2x1 sig
4L 2x2+2x1 sig
4L 2x2+2x2 sig
RA
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Traffic signal plan of signalized intersection models were determined using manually
calculated junction specific intergreen times and an optimization algorithm provided by
the microsimulation software. Heavy vehicle ratio was set to 10%, 20% and 30% values.
The set of determined function specific volume delay functions was found to be
redundant, and was reduced into a smaller number of supersets displayed on Figure 1

Figure 1: Determined VDF curves

3.2

Definition of affection radius regarding intersections

Thesis II.a
The definition of generalized peak-hour traffic flow was introduced. Both relative
height of the peak and sustained peak time was determined to develop a generic
shape by the two variables. [3]
Traffic data was gathered from data collection loops on twelve rural road sections in
Pest County. Vehicle volume was measured in 2008, on the last week of September for
seven days. The data sample had a 15 minute aggregation interval which provided
appropriate detail for the analysis. After normalizing observed data to the highest value
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of the morning- and evening rush, average persistence and height could be determined.
Results of this normalization are displayed on Figure 2 (left) and Table 2.
range [h]

location
Site 1
Site 3

Site 4

Site 9

Average

traffic flow [pcu/h]

total

sust.

time

time

normal

peak

range [h]

traffic flow [pcu/h]

total

sust.

time

time

Morning

normal

peak

Afternoon

2,5

0,50

785

82%

960

5

1,00

545

59%

920

2

0,75

435

56%

779

6

1,00

322

56%

579

2

0,50

336

47%

713

5

0,25

416

57%

727

2

0,50

542

69%

788

5

1,00

344

48%

715

4

1,00

389

51%

765

6

3,00

356

49%

728

3,5

1,00

289

43%

665

6

2,5

343

61%

562

1,5

0,25

316

54%

586

8

3,00

305

41%

736

3

0,25

643

67%

960

5

1,00

337

59%

571

4

0,25

543

48%

1137

6

2,00

234

37%

640

4,5

2,00

578

61%

950

2,9

0,7

486 58%
830
5,8
1,64
Table 2: Peak hour characteristics

356

52%

686

Since the morning peak period showed significantly higher intensity (in parallel to traffic
engineering common knowledge), the long-drawn afternoon peak was not considered
later. Average length of the whole peak period and average sustained time of the
highest traffic flow defined the generalized peak as displayed on Figure 2 (right).

Figure 2: Normalized measurements (left) and generalized peak-hour (right)
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Thesis II.b
Spatial limits of congestion was determined according to junction type, regarding the
previously defined generalized peak-hour traffic flow shape. [3]
Due to the larger computational requirement, traffic flow variability was restricted by
setting the heavy vehicle ratio to a constant 10% in all simulation runs. Examined
junction types were three and four legged intersections with one and two through
lanes. Escalation of traffic perturbation was examined by visualizing (see Figure 3)
profiles of vehicle dynamics (speed, travel time, acceleration, headway) along the road
sections in both upstream and downstream directions of the junction. The fluctuation
of disturbance in traffic flow is in correspondence of the findings of previous
independent researches. Here, the maximum extents of the effect was also quantified.

Figure 3: Vehicle speed profiles showing flow disturbances
intersection type
3 l egs
4 l egs

1 through l a ne
2 through l a nes
1 through l a ne
2 through l a nes

RA left RA right
4 500

8 600

600

4 100

13 000 10 500
1 400

1 700

Table 3: Affection radii of different junction
types

Determined radii are displayed on Table 3.
Results were checked against Hungarian and
American design standards (UME and HCM)
and found to produce proportionally
adequate result regarding the queue lengths
according to the more sophisticated
HCM2010.
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Additive properties of junction specific VDFs

Thesis III.a
Simulation measurements proved that junction-specific volume-delay function
formulae are independent of the fact that intersections are inside or not the
previously defined affection radius. This detail reduces the set of delay functions
needed to describe the effects of intersections on travel time. [4]

relative delay [min/km]

Function fitting detailed in the next section (Thesis III.b) required highly detailed
measurements, hence further restrictions had to be applied on the set of examined
junction types. The scope of inquiry was reduced to three and four legged intersections
controlled by traffic signs and two through lanes on the major flow’s direction – heavy
vehicle was also confined to 10% as in preliminary research steps (see 3.2).
Microsimulation data showed (Figure 4) that the need to account for the distance
between intersections arises only when congested flow has to be described. The
diagram on the left of Figure 4 displays all delay measurements, where delays at
junctions inside the affection radius (‘x’ marks) are significantly higher than delays at
junctions outside the affection radius (square marks).

Figure 4: Microsimulation data showing time delays in total (left) and focusing only on the
uncongested part (right)

However closer inspection of the measurements (right side of Figure 4) reveals that the
previous statement does not hold under uncongested state: at low traffic volume the
two observations (‘x’-es and squares) are indistinguishable. Separation becomes
obvious only when traffic demand reaches and surpasses capacity. As it was
demonstrated during the research, delay functions have to be fit on uncongested traffic
data since a one-to-one mapping is essential during modelling procedures. Hence
affection radius is not relevant in determining volume-delay function parameters.
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To support this finding, function fitting was done for two test intersection chains: once
where junctions were positioned inside the affection radius and another one where
they were further apart. Acquired parameter sets are displayed in Table 4 and function
curves on Figure 5 for reference. (Parameter fitting is detailed in Thesis III.b.)
notation
x1

3x4L
2.56

3x4Lin
2.89

x2

35 370

29 257

x3

100 124

100 152

x4

1 650

1 540

̅) − 𝒇̅‖2
‖ 𝑮(𝒙

1.46

1.43

Table 4: Fitted VDF parameters of a
4-leg junction chain

Figure 5: Fitted VDF curves

Thesis III.b
It was demonstrated that the superposition of several consecutive road intersections
of the same type can be achieved by implicit scaling of the volume-delay function’s
variable (vehicle volume). Modification of the delay function’s parameters are not
necessary. The significance of the finding is that by defining only one parameter set
for a typical junction type, delays added of a – homogenous – intersection chain can
be described for any number of elements. [4]

𝐹(𝑥̅ , 𝑡) =
𝑥1 ∙ (𝑥2 + √𝑥3 2 ∙ (𝑥4 −

(2)

𝑡 2
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1 2
𝑡
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1
) +(
) − 𝑥3 ∙ (𝑥4 − ) −
)
𝑥5
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
𝑥5
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2

where 𝑥̅ denotes the parameter vector of the function (x1 … xn ), and t is the
variable (vehicle volume)
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To provide an equal basis for comparison of several VDF curves, a parameter fitting
algorithm was developed during the research. The procedure is based on the NonLinear Least-Squares Method, defining the objective as the minimization of the squares
of residuals, which can be written in vector-form as:

2
‖𝐺(𝑥̅ ) − 𝑓 ̅‖2 → 𝑚𝑖𝑛! (𝑥̅ )

(3)

where 𝑥̅ is the vector of VDF parameters, 𝐺(𝑥̅ ) is a vector function (its
members are the function values calculated ad observed data points), and
vector 𝑓 ̅ contains observed values of vehicle volume. Operator ‖ ‖2 denotes
the calculation of the Euclidian norm.
Minimum search was performed by the Gauss-Newton Method, iteratively solving the
normal equations:
(𝐽𝑇 ∙ 𝐽) ∙ ∆𝑥̅ = 𝐽𝑇 ∙ (𝑓 ̅ − 𝐺(𝑥̅ ))

(4)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives, and ∆𝑥̅ is the refinement
of the parameter vector at the current iteration step
for ∆𝑥̅ and refining the initial parameter set with each iteration step.
Comparing the results of fitted VDF curves it was found that the function inverses are
quasi-linear, differences are only due to the approximating property of the function
fitting method.
Taking advantage of this relationship it was possible to define one parameter set for
every junction type, regardless of the number of junctions on the road section
examined. The distinction is through implicit scaling of the function variable (vehicle
volume), which required the modification of the original formula:
𝐹(𝑥̅ , 𝑏, 𝑡) =

(5)

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1 2
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1
𝑥1 ∙ (𝑥2 + √𝑥3 2 ∙ (𝑥4 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑡)2 + (
) − 𝑥3 ∙ (𝑥4 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑡) −
)
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2

where b is the scaling parameter, other terms were defined previously.
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Figure 6 shows the relationship of the function curves fitted individually (black) and
those that are defined by utilizing the unified formula (red). To help comparison of the
two solutions, difference between fitted curves are also displayed (blue). Observing
differences it is clear that separate and unified formulae have only slight differences up
to the point of theoretical capacity (around 2000 veh/h) and start to diverge after this
point on. This behavior is the consequence of the function fitting being done to
uncongested measurements – thus below capacity – and function shape cannot be
expected to be reliable past this limit. Even then, the unified formula show very good
replacement for the 1x3L case
notation
x1

1x3L

2x3L

1.50

3x3L

2.68

13.57

1x3L unified

3x3L unified

2,68

2,68

x2

37 308

39 868

22 499

39 868

39 868

x3

100 128

100 116

100 211

100 116

100 116

x4

2 123

2 287

2 349

2 287

2 287

b

-

-

-

0.95

1.10

̅) − 𝒇̅‖2
‖ 𝑮(𝒙

6.07

2.48

4.62

3.80

3.50

Table 5: Function parameters

Figure 6: Comparison of first-hand VDFs (black), and functions unified with formula (5) (red).
Blue lines show the difference of the two original and unified functions
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Further applications

The same research methodology can be utilized for a multi-variate examination of
typical road junctions. The effects of crossing – minor – road traffic, heavy vehicle ratios,
vertical geometry, a higher variety of intersection control logic (etc.) can be analyzed in
the context of time delays. These parameters could also be integrated with the results
of the current research to create highly detailed junction-specific volume-delay
functions.
There are more benefits besides the extension of the research topic. Inspection of the
duration and peak of rush-hour traffic gives useful background to create a regionspecific recommendation of standard values used for capacity analysis – would it be
carried out on a much larger dataset.
Although affection radii measurements proved to be irrelevant concerning intersectionspecific VDFs, the concept is already defined is the paper and the determined metrics
can be used in other topics where the spatial extents of congestion regarding typical
intersections is a significant matter. An example is the impending revision of allowed
junction distance in the current national road-design regulations to make allowance for
the type of intersection among the default values.
The elaborated function fitting algorithm (using Non-Linear Least-Squares Method) can
be applied to a wide range of other non-linear (and of course linear as well) functions,
and corresponding measurements. With little modification the developed software can
be adapted to the new formulae. In case of the partial derivatives could not be provided
analytically it is also possible – with little effort – to modify the algorithms for numeric
calculation of the derivatives.
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